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Abstract 
Slack. M., Maps between iterated loop spaces. Journal of Pure and Applied Algebra 73 (1991) 
181-201. 
An obstruction theory is given which facilitates the computation of Dyer-Lashof operations in 
the homology of iterated loop spaces. This theory investigates the behavior of these operations 
with respect to maps which are not endowed with enough structure to provide naturality. 
Examples are given which demonstrate how this technique can be used to compute Dyer- 
Lashof operations. 
1. Introduction 
Several years ago Araki and Kudo [l] and Dyer and Lashof [2] constructed the 
mod 2 Dyer-Lashof homology operations for iterated loop spaces by studying the 
category of H,,-spaces and h,-maps. It is well known that these operations are 
natural with respect to h,-maps. In this paper, the following question is ad- 
dressed: 
Question. How do Dyer-Lashof operations behave with respect to h,_ ,-maps 
between H,-spaces which are not h,-maps? 
In this paper an obstruction called the h,-deviation is introduced. If f : X-, K 
is an h,_,-map between H,-spaces X and K, then the h,-deviation of f, h,(f), 
lies in the group [X A X, CYK]. In the special case that K is an Eilenberg-Mac 
Lane space, h,(f) is a cohomology class. This cohomology class is related to the 
Dyer-Lashof operation Q, by the following theorem: 
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Main Theorem. Giver2 an h,, _, -map f : X --, K between H,,-spaces (for n I 1 ), 
there is an element h,(f) in [X A X, C’K] called the h,,-deviation off which 
vanishes if and only if f is an h,,-map, and satisfies the following properties: 
(A) If K = K(&, ) r so that f represents a cohomology class x, then there is a 
homology class u such thut (v By, hJ f )) Z 0 if and only if Q,,(y) = 
Q @+“)“( jj) = X, where X is a homology dual to x, and ( , > is the Kronecker 
pairing. 
(B) Zf E is the second stage of a Postnikov system with k-invariant given by the 
squaring map 4 : K(Z,, r) + K(zlz, 2r) (i.e. S*(L?,) = of), and if r > n + 2, then 
fl”“E2:K(Hz,r-n-1)XK(ZI,2r-n-2) 
as H,,_,-spaces and [h,,(~~,_,~-~)] = L,_,,_,C~P~,-,~._~ (i.e. Q,,(L,_,,_,)ZO). 
(C) h,,,,(Rj‘) is homotopic to the adjoint of the composition 
where E is the evaluation map, i.e. if (A, r) is a Moore loop, then l (t, (A, r)) = 
A(rt). In particular, if K is an Eilenberg-Mac Lane space, then [h,z+,(Of)] = 
(a* @ Ok,U-)I ( corresponding to the fact that u*Q,,,, = Q,,(T*), where U* 
(respectively a*) is the homology (respectively cohomology) suspension homo- 
morphism. 
(D) If f : X+ Y and g : Y-, Z are h,,_,-maps between H,,-spaces, then gf is an 
h ,, _ I-map and h,,( gf) : X A X+ R”Z is homotopic to 
h.(g)(f A f) + Wg)h,,(f) . (l-2) 
(E) If X and K are H,,+,-spaces and f : X-, K is an h,,_,-mup, then [h,,(f)] E 
ker( 1 + (- l)“+‘T”), where T is the switching map X A X+ X A X. 
Also of interest to the specialist are Propositions 6 and 12, which are useful in 
the analysis of higher-order operations in the cohomology of H,,-spaces. These 
two propositions appear in Sections 2 and 4, respectively. 
Following [l], recall that an H,,-space is an H-space, and that an H,-space is a 
homotopy commutative H-space. Now following Zabrodsky [9, lo], given a map 
between H,,-spaces, the obstruction to its being an h,,-map is called the H- 
deviation, and given an h,,-map between H,-spaces, the obstruction to its being an 
h ,-map is called the c-deviation. The term c-deviation will be used interchangably 
with the term h, -deviation. In Section 2, these definitions are extended to define 
the h.-deviation, the obstruction to a map’s being an h,,-map between H,,-spaces 
when it is already an h,,_,-map. These obstructions are very similar in spirit to 
Stasheff’s arr obstruct!.ons [7], except that they apply to one form of higher 
homotopy commutativity rather than higher homotopy associativity. Section 3 
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contains the proof of the Main Theorem, except for part (B), whose proof 
appears in Section 4. In Section 4 the construction of higher-order cohomology 
operations in the context of the h,-deviation is discussed. 
The results of the Main Theorem can be applied to evaluate certain higher- 
order operations in the cohomo’iogy of II,,-spaces. This analysis often enables one 
to detect nonzero (mod 2) Dyer-Lashof operations in the homology of these 
spaces. It will be shown in Section 4 how to construct a space E with nontrivial 
action of the Dyer-Lashof algebra (part (B) of the Main Theorem) and how to 
construct an h,,_ ,-map from a given &-space X into E. Then by applying the 
h,t-deviation, it is shown that under certain conditions this gives a nontrivial 
Dyer-Lashof operation in H*(X). The following theorem, whose proof does not 
appear in this paper, uses this type of analysis. The proof of this theorem, because 
it is quite lengthy, will appear separately in [6]. 
Theorem. If X is a homotopy associative, homotopy commutative H-space (H,- 
space) whose mod 2 cohomology is finitely generated as an algebra, then X has the 
mod 2 homotopy type of a product of Eilenberg-Mac Lane spaces. 
This theorem generalize s the mod 2 version of the following well-known result 
due to Hubbuck [3], known as the torus theorem (also see [4] for the mod 2 
version of this theorem). 
Theorem. Zf X is a finite H-space which is homotopy commutative, then X has the 
homotop;) type of a torus. 
The following notation and conventions will be used in this paper. All spaces 
are path connecte 2 and have the homotopy type of a @W complex. Throughout 
the paper, H* will denote the mod 2 cohomology. Let ( , ) denote the Kronecker 
pairing and [X, K] the set of homotopy classes of pointed maps X* K. The 
mod 2 Steenrod algebra will be denoted by d(2). The multiplication map for an 
H-space X will be given by /.J~. The symbols E and S will be used to denote 
elements of the set (0, l}. C(X) will be the reduced cone on X and ZX will 
denote the reduced suspension. fix will be the space of (associative) Moore loops 
in X. 
2. H,-spaces and h,-deviation 
This section contains the definitions of an H,,-space and an h,,-map. Also, the 
proofs that the loop space of an H,,-space is an H,,+,-space and the loop map of 
an h,,-map is an h,, + ,- map are given. These results are known, but the treatment 
here is needed for the proofs of the technical results in the Main Theorem. This 
section concludes with the definition of the h,,-deviation, and an analysis of the 
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indeterminacy in the definition of the h,-deviation. The reader who is familiar 
with the concepts of I&,-spaces and h,-maps may want to proceed directly to the 
end of the section to Definition 5, the definition of the bs,,-deviation. The 
following definition appears in [l]: 
Definition 1. An &,-space is an H-space X together with structure maps 
6~:Z”‘xX2-+XforOInr I n satisfying the foollowing properties: 
0: : X’ -+ X is the H-space multiplication on X I WI 
e&, . . . I) ti_l, E, fi+1, - * * , c,; Xl, x2) 
i 
6;,(tl, - . . 9 Ii-1; x,, x2) if E=O, 
= @1,(1-t,,. . . , I- ti_l;x,,x,) if E= 1 . (2.2) 
If * is the basepoint of X, then for all w E I”, 
e;(w; *, x) = eE(w; x, *) = x . (2.3) 
The definition is illustrated by the sequence of pictures in Fig. 1, which describe 
H, structure maps for X for n = 0, 1,2,3. 
The H,-spaces were first constructed in order to build homology operations. 
These operations have been useful in the study of iterated loop spaces. The 
x1=2* 
Fig. 1. 
definition of the Ioop space of a space X used in this paper is the (Moore) 
associative model. A loop consists of a pair (A, r), where r E (0, x) and A : R--S X 
is such that A(t) is the basepoint for r “= 0 and for r zs a < x. A ioop is determined 
by its length r and its evaluation (A, r)(s) (for s E [0, I]). The evaluation map 
E : J92X* X is given by e(s, (A, r)) = (A, T)(S) = A(rs). The multiplication in RX 
is given by 
The length of 
important link 
theorem [ 11: 
(2.4) 
the product of the loops (A,, r,) and (A,, rz) is rl f P?. The 
between H,,-spaces and iterated loop spaces is the following 
Theorem 2. If X is an H,,-space, hen f2X is an H,, + ,-space. 
Proof. Define structure maps for RX by the formulas 
~~“((A,~ r,)r (AZ, 5))(s) = P&W, + r?)s), A&, + r2)s - rl)) 
(2.5) 
and for llm<n+ 1, 
034 7 * * . 7 t,,,; (A,, d, (A,. r&is) 
= 8Z_&, . . . , t,,; A,(@, + y?)s - Vdq AzW, + rz)s - ~(1 - 0) - 
(2.6) 
The definition in the case that m = 1 is the standard proof that the loop space of 
an H-space is homotopy commutative, and is suggested by the diagram in Fig. 2, 
where the two squares are multiplied pointwise. There are two possible orders of 
multiplying the two squares, and 0:” gives the homotopy between these two 
choices. It is a routine verification that the set {ej”,“} satisfies all the properties of 
a set of structure maps for L$X, and flX is an I-Z,,+,-space. 0 
In the study of H,,-spaces it is important to have a notion of maps which 
preserve the H, structure. Suppose that f : X-, K is a continuous pointed map 
between H,-spaces X and K. Then the following definition, whose specific 
formulation was suggested to me by Frank Williams, gives the desired structure 
for f. 
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Fig. 2. B:‘“(f,;(A,. r,).(h,. P?))(S). 
Definition 3. An h,J-map between &-spaces (X, {@i>) and (K, {e,“,}) is a map 
f : X-* K together with maps (HLa) for 0 5 m 5 n, called h,,, structure maps, such 
that HLz : I”“ ’ x X’---, K satisfies the following properties: 
H&. * - ’ 9 t,,,, E;-k-pX,) 
= /.fQ~<t,.. . ..t:,,;q,~) if &=O, 
‘I ( SE r,, *. . - t,,,; f(q), f(q)) if E = 1 . 
(2.7) 
For l~i~rn, 
H&? *, x) = HLz(w; x, *) = f(x) . (2.9) 
The seqt.ence of illustrations in Fig. 3 demonstrates how h,, structure maps look 
for n =0,1,2. 
As the loop space of an H,z-space is an H,, + , -space, it seems likely that there 
should be a corresponding result for h,,-maps. This is demonstrated by the next 
result. 
Proposition 4. If n 2 0 and f : X- 
of : RX-* 0 K is an h,j+ ,-map. 
* K is arz h,,-map between H,,-spaces, then 
pm& Ekause f is an h.,-map, there are structure maps {Hi,} for 0 zs m I n. 
Define Hfif: I”‘+’ x (JjX)’ -.L!K for Olmrzn+ I by the formulas 
N:/(G (A,. r,), (A,, C))(S) = ~.PP,J(A,, T,), (A,. L))(S) (2.10) 
and for 15 itz 5 I; + 1. 
f (5’1 )f(%! ‘1 
f (Xczlf(Xl) 
f(XlX2) 
f (x2=1) 
1 
f(XI 
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/ f(x1 m% 1 
’ f (x14 
#(I -h,d3;=2,=1) 
@(d3;x2,xl) 
f 0 ~~(W2a,x2) 
Fig. 3. 
As an example, the definition of Hy’(t,, t,; th,, Y*), (A?, r?))(s) is suggested by 
the diagram in Fig. 4. 
In the diagram in Fig. 4, the front and back faces are filled in with the constant 
map. The left face (when C, = 0) has the vaiue 
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and the right face (when tz = 1) has the value 
CW4((~, + 5)s - r2fA P*((r, + 4s - r,(l - Cl))). 
The bottom face (when f, = 0) has the value 
Hi%*; (w-1 + ~2)49 A,(@, + 4s - r,)) 
and the top face (when t, = 1) has the value 
Suppose that f : X --j K, where X and K are H,-spaces and f is an h,_,-map. 
Then for 1 I m 5 R - 1, there are maps HL : I”‘+’ X X2+ K satisfying the condi- 
tions of h,,, structure maps. Although HL cannot necessarily be defined, there is a 
map !z,~( f) : dZ”+’ x X’* K which extends to I”+’ x X2-, K if and only if Hi 
exists (the extension would be a candidate for Hi). More precisely, we have the 
following definition: 
Definition 5. Suppose for some it 2 1, that f : X-* K is an h, -,-map. Then the 
h,-deviation off, h,(f), is a map al”+’ x X’+ K which is given by the formula 
h,,(f)(t,, . * * 9 ri-1, ~9 fi-1, * * * 7 t,+,; x,,x~) 
if i=n+l, s=O, 
if i=n+l, e=l, 
7 fi-l, f,t+l;X19 x*) if i#n+l, E=O, 
H{_,(l-t ,,..., 1-fi_l,fn+,;~2,~,) if i#n+l, &=l. 
(2.12) 
This version of the h,-deviation, which is easier to work with than my original 
definition, is due to Frank Williams. Referring to the last diagram in Fig. 3, h,(f) 
may be interpreted as the map defined on aI3 x X2, i.e., the boundary of the 
complex shown. Note that h,(f) has not been defined. It is omitted because, 
although it may be defined as the *H-deviation off, its properties are already well 
known, and the conditions under which it is defined are slightly different. 
The h,-deviation has been defined as a map al”+’ x X2-, K. It is not difficult 
to see that h,(f) is trivial (up to homotopy) on al”+’ x (X v X), so that h,(f) 
may be regarded as a map S” x (X A X) + K. As defined, this is not a pointed 
map. However, if X and K are simply connected, h,(f) can be translated to the 
identity via a path which connects * and &,x2). In this way h,(f) may be 
regarded hs a pointed map S” A (X A X) + K. The adjoint is a map X A X-, 
0°K. By abuse of notation this map will also be denoted by h,(f). 
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f (x1x2) f 1~2~1~ 
Fig. 5. 
The reader may have noticed that the definition of the h,-deviation h,(f) 
depends on the choice of h, structure maps {HL} for 05m 5tz - 1. 
HL : Im+’ x X2 3 K may be considered as a map C((al”” A X2) + K (or 
C(S” A X2)* K). A different choice of null-homotopy of S” ‘\ X2 + K yields a 
map HI, : C(S” A X2)+ K such that Hi - Z?f, is a map S”‘+l A X2+ K (or 
adjointly, X A X-, R m+‘K). The inde’erminacy of h,(f) is given by the follow- 
ing proposition: 
Proposition 6. Suppose f : X --f K is an h,_,-map. Zf Hd_, is altered by a map 
q : X A X+ fI”K, then [h,(f)] is altered by (1 + (-l)“T*)[q] in [X A X, JYK]. 
Proof. The proof follows almost directly from the definition of h,(f), as sugges- 
ted by Fig. 5, for the case where n = 1. 0 
3. Proof of the Main Theorem 
The technical results in the Main Theorem are proven in this section, with the 
exception of part (B), which appears in Section 4. 
The relationship between the h,-deviation and homology operations is given in 
the next theorem (part. (A) of the Main Theorem): 
Theorem 7. 1’ f : X I--) K(Z,, r), representing a cohomology class x, is an h,_,- 
map, then there is a homology class y such that ,( 9 63 y, h,( f )) # 0 if and only if 
Q (r+n)‘2( jj) = X, where X is a homology dual to x. 
Proof. Let K = K(Z,, r). Let Z2 denote the symmetric group on two letters; as a 
set Z2 = { 1, T}, where T is the nontrivial permutation. Then for any space X, Z2 
acts on S” x X2 by the formula T(w; x1, x2) = (a(w); x2, x1), where a : S”+ S” is 
the antipodal map. Let 2Yz act trivially on X. The existence of H,, structure maps 
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for X and K is ,zquivalent to the existence of &-equivarisnt maps 6,” : S” x 
X2---, X and 6: : S” x K2 +K such that ~“(w;*,x)=~)~(w;x,*)=x and 
t?f(*; x,. x2) = xIx2, Similar formulas hold for 6:. The h,,-deviation measures the 
deviation from commutativity up to &-equivaridnt homotopy of the diagram 
9x 
S” >< x2&x 
1 Xf2J .If (3.1) 
S’. ); K’-K 
OR n 
This is because the sphere S” can be identified tith the boundary of the n + 1 
cube 81” + ‘, where the antipodal action on aZ”” is given by 
=(1-f,,*.., 1 - fi_l, 1 - E, 1 - fi+l, . . . , l- t,). 
Let S” Y.:, X’ denot: the quotient of S” x X’ under the equivalence relation 
(w; x,, x2)-- (a(w); x2, x1). Then ef induces a map 8: : S” x,, X*-+X. The 
h,,-deviation of f is tte deviation from commutativity (up to horrrotopy) of the 
diagram 
S” x ‘, p 2% x 
lXf?J = Jf (3.2) 
S” x,, K’-4 K 
1;K ,I 
The map 1 x f’ in the diagram above is well defined on the quotient space 
S” x2,X’ since (a(w); fi(x2), f(x,)) - (w; f(x,), f(x2)) in S” xr, K2. Since K is an 
Eilenberg-Mac Lane space, [h,( f )] is equal to (fo if)* - (6,” 0x1 X f *))* applied 
to the fundamental class Lo of K. Let A denote the group ring E,[&]. Then the 
homology of S” xX, X2 is isomorphic to H,(W’“’ @,, H,(X) @ H,(X)), where 
IV(“) is the n-skeleton of the standard free acyclic A-resolution of Z, (see [2]). 
Then (y 8 y, h,,( f )) f 0 if and only if ( f 0 hf)* - (6,” o( 1 x f ‘))* applied to the 
fundamental class of K is nonzero on the homology class Cn @,Y By, where t?,, 
corresponds with the generator of H,,(W”“). If 
then it must be the case that (ei),(C,, 63f ,( Y)@f .( Y)) + 0. But 
<hk @f .G)@f JY)) = Q,,(f A-9) - 
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It is a standard fact that all Dyer-Lashof operations must vanish on K regardless 
of the choice of H,, structure maps for K. Therefore, 
(e;@j@&(&(l Yf’))*L,) =o. 
Now 
(Q,,Yl x> = (Q (r+“)‘2(y),X) =((d~)*(e;~~@y),x) 
= (e,,@j@y,(iy)*x) = (e;,c3jx3y,(f”~~)*~,) - 
Thus Q,,(y) = Q(r+n)‘2( y) = X if and only if (y@9y, h,,(f)) f0. q 
If $ : X-, K is an A,,_,-map, then by Proposition 4, 0f : flX+ OK is an 
A,-map. In this instance, both h,(f) and h,+,(flf) are defined. These two are 
related by the next theorem (part (C) of the Main Theorem): 
Theorem 8. Zf f is as above, then h,,, , (l’lf) is homotopic to the adjoint of the 
composition 
22x A XIX’“’ x * x ‘~Jff l a,lK , (3.3) 
where E is the evaluation map, e(t, (A, r)) = A(rt). In particular, if K is a 
generalized Eilenberg-Mac Lane space, then [h,,+,(Of)] = (CT* C3 cr*)[h,,( f)]. 
Proof. By Theorem 2, Proposition 4 and Definition 5, the formula for h,,+,(lRf) 
is given by 
h,+,(f.Jf)(t,, . . . , fi_,, E, fi+l, . . . , t,+2;(A,, r,), (4, d)(s) 
fJ.W::#,, - - . 7 &+1; (A,, 0,(A27 ~2))b) 
if i=n+2, e=O, 
6ff,(f*, - * - , t,,,; flf(A,, +r flf(A,, d)(s) 
if i=n+2, ~=l, 
Hf!l(l,, * * * 9 ii-l, l,l+z; (A,, ‘I), (‘2, ‘Z))(S) 
if i+n+2, e=O, 
H:!,(l - t,, . . . , 1 - tie,, t,,,; (A27 r,), (A,, yI))(s) 
if i#n+2, &=I 
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= 
A,((5 + 4s - r2t,l., A,(@, + 4s - ‘,(l - 4))) 
if i=n+2, E=O, 
0,“(t,, . w * 1 t,,,; 
P A, ((5 + h)S - r2f1 h f” A,(@, + r2b - r, (1 - 4 IO 
if i=n+2, s=l, 
H[-2(t27 * . ’ 7 fi-19 t,+2; 
A,((5 + r2b - r2td, A,(@, + r2)s - r,u - m 
ifiZl,n+2, e=O, 
H,C2(l - c2,. . . : 1 - fi_1, t,+,; 
~ 
A,((5 + r2b - ~(1 - 4)h M?, + 5)s - r2fl)) 
if i#l,n+2, ~=l, 
f” ~x(A,((ri + ~2)s): A,(@, + 3)s - r! 1) 
if i=l, E=O, 
PK(~O A2h + ~2)sh f” A,((r, + ds - 4) 
if i=l, ~=l. 
Consider the map Z2 x (OX)‘+ X2 given by 
(~3 t,; (A,,0 02,~)) 
++M(r, + r2b - r2f, 17 A2((q + r2)s - r,(l - t,))) . (3.4) 
This map is homotopic to the map given by 
(ST ?I; (A,, rl)r &,0+(4(qs), A2(r2f,)). (3.5) 
The homotopy G : I x I2 x (OX)’ +X2, which is illustrated by the sequence of 
pictures in Fig. 6, is shown at certain intermediate times. The definition of G 
should be evident from the values shown. 
Note that 
‘7% s, t,; (A, 7 r,), (A,, r2)) 
= (A,@, + + - V,), A2((q + r2)s - r,(l - tl))) , (3.5) 
‘31; s, t,; (A,, r,), (A 27 r2N = o,w, 4(r,t,)). WI 
Thus G is the desired homotopy. Let F : I x (I2 Y al”+’ x (l2X)‘)+ K be defined 
by the formula 
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F(c; s, rl; t*, * * . Tri-17 ET fi+l, ’ * ’ > f,l+2;(Al, r,)r (hz, rz)) 
foe%27 k. * 3 t,,,,; WC 3, tl; (A,, q)r (A,, ~2))) 
if i= n+2, &=O, 
e,“(t,, . . . , t,,,; (f WOW; s, t,; (A,, q), (A,, Q))) 
if i=n+2, &=I, 
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&(t,, . . . , fiwl, t,,,,; GO; s, r,; (A,, r,), (A,, Q))) 
if i#l,n+2, s=O, 
H!_,(l-t, ,... rl-fi_l,fn+2;T~G(t;s,t,;(A,,rl),(h2,~Z))) 
if i#l,n+2, c=l, 
~ocLX(G(~;S,O;(A~,~,),(A~,~~))) 
if i=l, E=O, 
1~K((f x f) o To G(c s, 1; (A,, p,), (AZ, Q))) 
if i=l, a=l, 
where T : X2+ X2 is the twisting map (x, , x2) * (x2, x1). Then 
h,+,(fiy)(t,, . . . , fi_l, E, f;+lr. . . , f,,+2; (4, d, 027 ~2))(4 
if t=O, 
h,,(f)(t,, * . * 7 fi-1, ~7 ti+l,. . . 7 ‘,I+,; A,(‘,‘), ‘~(r2f1)) 
if t=l. 
The map F is a homotopy between h,+,(LJf) and the adjoint of h,(f)o(e A E). 
0 
Note that in ihe case where n = 0 and k is a group, c(flf) is homotopic to the 
adjoint of 
ZLZX A xzOx= x A x---* Df L!“K, (3.7) 
where IIrf is the H-deviation off (see [9]). 
Another useful proposition is the composition law for the h,-deviation (part 
(D) of the Main Theorem): 
Proposition 9. If f : X + Y and g: Y+Z are h,_,-maps (fur n ~1) between 
H,,-spaces, then we may give gf the structure of an h,_ , -map for which 
h,( gf) : X A X+ a”.Z is homotopic to 
h,,W(f A f I+ (@‘&h,(f) . (3-g) 
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(4 
(b) S 
(4 S S 
Fig. 6. G(f; s. I,; (A,, r,). (A?. r?)) for (a) t = 0, (b) t = f , (c) t = j and (d) t = 1. 
oaf= The proof is given intuitively by the diagram below (for h,(gf)) 
gf(x,)gf(~?) 
El 
&4gf(~,) 
g(f(MW’ g(f(x-Mx,)) (3.9) 
&3%x, J gf(%x I ! 
the lower loop representing (Rg)h , ( f) and the upper loop representing 
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A,( g)( f A f). In order to show that gf : X+ Z is an II,,_,-map, it is tlecessary to 
give h,,_, structure maps for gf For 0 % 111 I II - 1 define 
Hf(f,Y - - - 7 L+,; x,4,) 
1 
L!Y4~0,~ * - *, f,,,,2~,>,++p~*) 
if tm+1 E [%;I , 
= HfJt,, . . * 7 L9 24,2+1 - 1;f(x,L f(-GN 
if f,n+l q3,q. 
The h,j-deviation of gf, h,a( gf) is given by 
(3.10) 
I 
gfo83t,, . * . 9 t,; x1, x2) 
if i=n+l, E=O, 
e&Q,, - - - 7 cl; gf(x, )3 gf(d 
if i=Iz+l, ~=l, 
g#_,(t,, * * * ,4-l, 2fn+&q,-%) 
if i#n+l, E=O, t,+,E[O,f], 
= 4 
Hf-,(f,Vm * . 7 li-1, 2f,*+l - ‘; f(‘1)7 f(‘Z)) 
if i#n+l, E=O, t,+,E[$,l], 
g’H~_,Sl-t,,. . . ,1-fi_l,2t,,+l;xz,xl) 
if i#n+l, ~=l, t,,+lEIO,$], 
Hf-,(l- t,, se * 7 l- li-17 2t,+l - l; f(x*>l f(xl)l 
_ if i#n+l, i5=1, t,+IE[f,l] 
1 
gOh,(f)(C,,...,ti-l,E,ti+,.... >‘nr’t,,+~;-‘l,xz) 
if fn+l E[O* 41 9 = 
h,,(g)@,, . . . , fi-1, E, fj+,r . . . v I,,, 2tn.1 - 1; f(x,h f(d) 
if 4,. 1 E[h,l]. 
As maps S” A (X A X) + Z, h,,( gf) is the sum of these two pieces. Then the 
adjoint X A X + WZ is equal to h,( g)( f A f) + (Wg)h,( f). Cl 
The next theorem (part (E) of the Main Theorem), whose proof is due to 
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Frank Williams, places a restriction on the 
H ,, + , -spaces. 
h,-deviation of a map between 
Proposition 10. Zf for n 2 1, X and K are H,, ,-spaces and f : X+ K is an 
k, _ 1 map, then [h,( f )] E ker( I + (- l)n+‘T*). 
Proof. h,(f)(t,, . . . , ti_,, E, ti+,, . . . , tn+l;~l,~Z) is homotopic to 
[h,(f)(l- t,, ’ . * , 1 - ti-,, 1 - E, 1 - fi+i, . * . ,1 - t,, t,,,; x2, XI) 
1 if i#n+l, h,(f )(I - t,, * . . ,I- t,, E; $7 XI) (3.11) 
I if i=n+l, 
by tile homotopy H : Z x aZ”” x X’+ K given by 
H(s, t,, . . . , f&l, E, f;+1, * - - 7 cs+,;x,, $1 
foe:+&. .* ,4&x,4,) if i=n+l, E=O, 
C+& * * * 9 t,, s; f(xA fez)) if i=n+l, E=l, = 
Hf_l(r,,...,t,-l,t,+l;xl,~~) if i#n+l, E=O, 
H[_,(l-t ,,..., l-fi_l,fn+,;~l,~,) ifi+n+I, &=I. 
The case in which n = 1 is illustrated by the last diagram in Fig. 3, with the 
parameters changed from t,, t,, t, to t, , s, t2, respectively. Because of the 
existeuce of the homotopy H, [h,(f)] = (-l)“T*[h,( f)]. Cl 
4. Higher-order operations for f-I,-spaces 
This section contains a discussion of higher-order cohomology operations in the 
context of the h,-deviation. It will be shown how to construct a space E with 
nontrivial action of the Dyer-Lashof algebra (part (B) of the Main Theorem) and 
how to construct an h,_ ,-map from a given H,-space X into E. Then by applying 
the h,-deviation, it is shown that under certain conditicns this gives a nontrivial 
Dyer-Lashof operation in H*(X). We give a simple specific example of this type 
of calculation by showing that there is no H3 structure on the 3-connective cover 
of S” (denoted S3(3)). Also included in this section is Proposition 12, which is a 
technical result not included in the Main Theorem that is useful in the application 
of higher-order cohomology operations. 
The next theorem shows bow to construct an infinite loop space with nontrivial 
action of the Dyer-Lashof algebra (part (B) of the Main Theorem). 
Theorem 11. Let E be the second stage of a Posmikov system wirh k-invariant 
given by rhe squaring map 5 : K(ZZ, r)+ k’(Z>, Zr) (i.e. C*(L,) = tf). if r > 
n + 2. then 
fl”+‘E = K(&, r - n - 1) X K(&, 2r - n - 2) 
as Q-l -space and [h,,(~~~_,,_~)l= L,_,~_. 63 L~-,,-~. 
Proof. It is well known that J2E = K(%,, r - 1) x K(Z,, 2r - 2) and A(I?~_,) = 
L,_, C3 L,_, (see [lo]). Then the theorem follows from an application of the 
formula c(8x) = (a* @ 8)&x), followed by repeated application of the formula 
h,,,+,(u”x)=(~*~‘~)h,,,(x). Cl 
By Theorem 7, the universal example of Theorem 11 has the property that 
Q’-‘(1 r-,r-l) = &,,-I’ where i,_,,_, and L,,_,,_z are the fundamental classes in 
homology and Q’- ’ (= Q,,) is the (r - 1)st (respectively tzth) upper (respectively 
lower) Dyer-Lashof homology operation. 
Suppose now that X is an I-I,,-space and x E H”(X; Z,) is such that h,,_,(x) is 
defined and equal to zero. Then the map f : X+ K(Z,, k) representing x is an 
h ,I- 1 -map. Suppose further that there is a relation in the Steenrod algebra d(2) 
given by Sq”’ = c i q/3,, where m = k + n + 1, and &u = 0 for all i. Then there is 
a commutative diagram (of fibration towers) of H,,-spaces 
flK(H,,degPi+k-l) 
011 
’ K(Z,. 2k + n) 
i 
ii 4 
? ?J- 
-L E, = K(Z,, k) x K(Z,, 2k + n) 
1 (4.1) 
x+ K,, = K(& k) id ’ K, 
lfi 
J scp 
K, = n K(Z,, deg B; + k) ” l K(i&, 2k + n + 1) 
where g* is the row matrix ( p,) and h” is the column matrix (ai). By Theortim 11, 
the element L~~+,~ E H*(E,; Z,) has h,,-deviation h,r(L2L+,r) = Lo @ Lo. Although it 
is not necessarily the case, assume that the lifting f can be chosen to be an 
F &,,_ ,-map. Then by Proposition 9. h,,(v of) = h,,(u)( f”* f”) + (Ll”v)h,,( f”) and thus 
(h,,(u+)*(hzk+,,) = (j~j)~h,,(~)~(~?~+,~) + h,,(j)‘(nl’u)“(L?,:+,,! - 
(4.2) 
Set 4(x) = (uo~)*(L,~+,,). Then 
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h,,(cj+-)) = x CZJX + h,,( j,*w* , (4.3) 
where IV E Hzk(EI,; &) is equal to (o*)‘%*L~~+,~. Cf h,(f) = k,(r) E B’J B, where 
B is an 42) invariant sub-I-Iopf algebra of H*(X; 2,). then an application of the 
Cartan formula for secondary operations (see IS] and [IO]) yields 
/I,,( f”>*lv E H*(X; Z,) 8 B f B @ H*(X; Z,) + im x a, . (4.4) 
# 
Combining (4.3) and (4.4) with Proposition 6 gives the formula 
k,(dW)) = x@-~ + WV’; Z,)@ B + BC3 H*(X; al) 
+imCcu,+im(l+ T*)). (4.5) 
If x@s is not contained in the indeterminacy, then this operation detects a 
nonzero f 2k + rr)-dimensional jr,, _, class in H*(X; Z,) (or equivalently, a nonzero 
Dyer-Lashof operation Q,, in H,(X; if.,)). 
We provide here a simple example of this type of calculation. Let S’(3) be the 
3-connective cover of S’. This is an H-space obtained by killing the generator of 
H3(S3: Z). The important thing to know is that the mod 2 cohomology is given by 
H*(S.3(3)3 =ZE,[xJ@ A[x,] , (4.6) 
where Sq’s, = s,. Suppose that S’( 3) is an H,-space. Then we may construct the 
diagram 
K(Z,, 56) 
b 
i E 
/ 
AK(i&, 13) (4.7) 
Ap 
XL K(Z,. 95 K(Z,, 6.7) 
where the h,-mapfrepresents x5 and g* = (Sq’ Sq’). The map u comes from the 
relation 
sq*’ = ( sqs + sq“ sq“)sq’ + (Sq’ + sqJ sq? sq’ )Sq2 
and corresponds to a secondary operation 4. The map u is an h,-map and satisfies 
[h,(v)] = p*1, c3)p*15 and j*(u) = Sq’ Sq’b, + Sq’ Sq’ Sq’b,. The lifting 7 exists 
since Sq’x, = 0 and Sq’x, = 0. Also, 7 is an h--map since the h,-deviation of i for 
i 5 2 factors through K(S_ ,. S - i. 6 - f ). So we may apply our formula to obtain 
h,($(s,)) = x5 63 x5 f im(SqJ SqJ + SqJ Sy’ Sy’ ) + im( 1 + T*) . 
(4.8 1 
We may pick a primitive rE H,(S”(3)) dual to x5, i.e. (2, xs) Z 0. Then it is not 
difficult to see that (t t, h,(~$(x,))) f 0, and, hence k,(@(s,)) f 0. This detects 
a 13-dimensional clas QH,(S3(3)), which is impossible. 
Our difficulty in applying this operation is getting the lifting f to be an 
Iz,,;,-map. The fol wing technique is useful. If,f is an it,, , -map as assumed, trnd 
if f is an !81,, _ -ma < H, then /i,,,( g^) is defined and h,,,(f) = 0. Thus 
h,,(f) factors as a composition 
Under these circumstances there is a formula given by the next proposition. 
Proposition 12. If f : X-, Y and g : Y-, K, are such that f is an !I,,,-map between 
H nl+ I-spaces, K, is a generalized Eilenberg-Mac Lane space and g is an It,,,, ,- 
map, then 
(f2”‘+‘g)h,,,+,~ fj = (1 + (-l)“‘+‘r*)[lt,,,]. 
Proof. 
gf”fc+l(tP. . * l fnl+,; x,. $1 if i=m+2, e=O. 
C+,(t,q * * ’ 1 fm+,i gf(-Q gf(+)) if i=m+2, ~=l. 
= goH;_,(t,. . . . 7 ti-l* tfp~+t;X~VXZ) if i#m+2, E=O, 
goHJ_,(l-t ,,..., 1-t,_l,t,,1+2;xZ.x,) if i#m+2, ~=l. 
Suppose I : I X X + K is a null-homotopy of gf, i.e. I(0, x) = * and I( 1. x) = gf(x). 
[(O”“‘g)h,,+,(f)] is the obstruction to the existence of a map F : I x ar”“’ X 
X2--, K such that 
F(S. t,. . . . t;_, , E, t,+,, . . . , trlt_:; x,, x2) 
if S=O, 
= (L?m+‘g)hm+,( f)(r,, . . . , I;_*, E, t;+,, - * * 1 frt1+21 Xl. 4 
il’S=l. 
(4.10) 
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F may be defined on a subset of I X iiIfn” X x2. For illStanCe, 
F(s.t,, . . . rt,,,+,. ~;qrq) 
1 
I/Je:+!(r1, * * * 3 L+,; x,7 -5) if E-O, = 
ei+,(fl, . . . , t,,,+,; U+), 4(-d) if E = 1 
and for 15 i 5 nr, 
F(s, t,, a a . 9 ti-1, E, t;+lr * . . 9 ‘~,Z+~;XI,X~) 
(‘CT, - oH;-,(t,, . . . 3 ri-lY ‘“*+2; x13 ‘_))(‘J 
if E=O, = 
1 
(~~~H*~_l(l - c,, . * . , 1 -r;_,, f,,,*?.;X+,))(S) 
if ~=l, 
where nz : E,, + LK, is the projection onto the second factor. It remains 
F(s, r,, . . . , t,,,, E, r,,,+?; x1, x2). If 7 were an h,,-map, one could define 
(4.11) 
(4.12) 
to define 
13) 
i 
(~~of&t,, * * - , t,,,, t, l+‘; Xl, q))(s) if E=O, 
= (5T&*(l-t,,...,l-t 
(4. 
,,), r m+,;~2, x1))(s) if E = 1 . 
Therefore, the obstruction to the existence of the map F, (fl”“g)h,+,(f) 
equal to (1+ (-l)“‘+‘T*)[h,]. 0 
, is 
It should be noted here that Proposition 12 is due to Frank Williams, and that 
the proof in the case that m = 1 appears in the appendix to [5]. The result from [S] 
is imptirtant in that it provided much of the motivation for the work that appears 
in this paper. 
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